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1. Introduction

Strong non-linearity in dynamics of legged robots
makes control of them quite hard. A lower-level mod-
elization of robots based on the COG has been con-
firmed to be effective. However, the large gap be-
tween such lower-level model and precise model of-
ten causes the difficulty. This paper proposes COG Ja-
cobian, which relates the whole-body motion to COG
motion explicitly, to handle the legged robot. ZMP ma-
nipulation as a key for stable and responsive motion
is also realized. Two applications, motion stabiliza-
tion method based on DTAD(Dual Term Absorption
of Disturbance) and VIIP(Variable Impedant Inverted
Pendulum) model control, are introduced.

2. Derivation of COG Jacobian

A structure-invariant calculation method of COG Ja-
cobian for the legged system is shown. COG Jaco-
bian can be calculated from the relative motion of a
temporarily fixed link in the inertia frame to the root.
Thanks to it, the COG velocity can be related explic-
itly to the whole joint angle velocity, apparently as the
linear summation of it. This fact helps to treat it as a
simple linear equational constraint.
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Figure 1: two schemes for DTAD
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Figure 2: VIIP model

3. A Pattern-based Motion Control with
DTAD method [1]

A pattern-based approach reduces the difficulty on the
control. It requires stabilization in addition to pattern
designing, to cope with various unpredictable factors.

Previous works had limitation problems of applicabil-
ity. We propose an applicable method for a variety
of motion, which consists of two schemes figured in
Fig.1; The former is absorption of unpredicted force to
avoid short-term crisis, while the latter is recovery of
postural pattern. We named it DTAD(Dual Term Ab-
sorption of Disturbance) method.

4. Motion Control based on VIIP [2]

Much more responsive motion is required in the real
environment filled with unknowns. Previous trials suf-
fer from the complexity of the problem. VIIP(Variable
Impedant Inverted Pendulum) model control illustrated
in Fig.2 can be a solution. Legged robots have sim-
ilar dynamics with an inverted pendulum whose sup-
porting point is equivalently located at the ZMP. Thus,
the COG can be controlled through ZMP manipula-
tion. Vertical force is also manipulated based on vari-
able impedance model, which enables more adaptive
and responsive motion, or even to transit seamlessly
between contact and aerial phase. The whold-body co-
operative COG control is synergetically achieved.

5. Conclusion

COG Jacobian to evade dynamical complexity of the
legged systems and handle them is derived. DTAD
method and VIIP model control are introduced as its
applications. They are achieved through ZMP manip-
ulation, which is also enabled with COG Jacobian.
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